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Everything perfectly clear

When you’re reading something together with your children the best 
case is when before saying the first sentence you look at the picture 
and you immidiately understand what type of story it’s going to be. 
There’s no need to know what is it going to be about. You just need 
to feel whether you’ll laugh at it or be impressed (perhaps to tears) or 
whether you’ll fear so much that you’ll have to cuddle. Therefore this 
– the input – is made by an illustration.
Suzi Briclj knows how to do this: she understands that children per-
ceive stories more sensitive than the adults. She knows that children 
can see (as already once wrote Behzad Gharibpour) „accurately and 
far“. They need to understand them and find some meaning in them 
as well.
Therefore she paints simply (often in a descriptive way with strong 
borders and bright colors), as if she waited for the first sight of the 
small readers when they open a book and as if she wanted to provide 
them with the confidence that what they see can be found in words as 
well. But she’s not superficially simple. The technique she uses to sim-
plify the story is intentional and reaches the essence of the figure and 

even the edge of the naive painting. Therefore her paintings balance 
and vibrate between two states – the state when they’re just artistic 
creations and the state when they become (just) descriptive print of 
a book which should make the book more beautiful. She sometimes 
gets closer to this edge, she also chats with it but never exceed it. 
This tension is a place where Suzi Briclj keeps a power of her pictures. 
It’s the way she uses colors and shapes, how she catches the line and 
how she fills the areas. She does no more with her brush than a na-
rrator does with his voice: she walks through the lines. In a situation 
when adults change voices (they speak with a high, squeaky voice and 
then use the deep, humming one) in order to keep children’s attenti-
on and not allow them to dispell, she uses a picture which details will 
force children to pay attention.   
Every detail is worth of an examination with magnifying glass: acrylic 
technique which she often uses looks simply only with first look. It 
forces you to think how to fill the blank area so that the picture would 
not be difficult and so that there arises a space for reader’s own imagi-
nation. She uses this unique technique in order not to drag the reader 
down to the passivity by fullness. 
She brings joy into the illustrations by colors. She lets the color do the 
job in the highest and clear tones without damping. Everything’s just 
perfectly clear in her stories.
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